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#CACantWait Press Conference
MAY 19, 2021

While @GavinNewsom proposed ZERO $ in #MayRevised for local public health, #PublicHealthHeroes like @DPhighPanMD joined the #CACantWait coalition to discuss the need to #BuildBackBetter our public health workforce & infrastructure.

R/T to thank Senator Dr. Pan for his leadership!
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$300 million for Public Health

1/ After more than a decade of begging by public health advocates, lawmakers are promising $300 million a year in new state funding for California’s hollowed-out public health system. What made the difference?
@ahartreports @CalHealthline #cabudget

Unprecedented Lobbying Effort Sees Big Win for California Public Health:
After years of unfulfilled funding, California’s 2022-23 budget will include a dramatic new investment in public health. Insiders say a powerhouse lobbying... (californiahealthline.org)
Federal Funding
(in millions)

- ELC Enhanced Detection Expansion $1,200
- Public Health Workforce Development Supplemental Funding $64
- ELC Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental $42
- ELC CARES $20
- $286
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Recruitment and Retention Challenges

FEWER THAN 1 IN 6 GRADUATES OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH GO INTO GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Salaries

Retirement Just Ahead
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LOOKING AHEAD